PhD/Doktorand*in  
(Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter*in)

PROJECT TALIA

PhD: Automated Tool Qualification in Avionics

Your opportunity to join the highly innovative, friendly, and international field of aircraft electronics and software:

Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) are state of the art in modern air vehicles. IMA modules are generic computers that share resources between several safety-critical system functions by being configured. This configuration is, however, one of the most effortful tasks in modern air vehicle production. Many of the tasks could be automated by appropriate software tools. Owing to the safety-critical nature, the development of such tools exhibit, unfortunately, often the same effort as developing the system manually. In the research project TALIA it shall be investigated how the development and qualification of aerospace software tools itself could be automated. The focus is on tools and methods from the area of domain-specific modelling and transformation. These are known to bring significant benefits to development and are based on formal principles. The scope of the work may range from software architectures via algorithms to code and document generation.

Offered is a full position payed according to the German tariff (TV-L 13). A self-controlled management of project duties, publications, and technical and scientific progress is expected.

Preferred Profile
- PhD-eligible diploma or master in aerospace engineering or computer science
- Background in domain-specific modelling and transformation, code generation or software engineering
- Basic knowledge in aerospace safety and certification regulations

Application
Interested? Send your application including motivation, CV, and certificates to the email below. German or English both are fine.

Jun.-Prof. Björn Annighöfer  
bjoern.annighoefer@ils.uni-stuttgart.de  
www.ils.uni-stuttgart.de